
Dane: So in this video, you’ll see how prosperity is created when you have nothing, 
because I had nothing. 

 In this video, you’re going to learn how I started a software business from 
ground zero with a lot of fear. Fear so paralyzing sometimes I couldn’t even sleep 
or focus. I still remember having to step out of a family gathering because I 
couldn’t focus.  

I had to call my customer and be reassured I was doing the right thing. I told him, 
“Dude, I’m really afraid there’s a lot of competition. I don’t think I can compete. I 
found eight competitors.” He said, “Dane, you’ve got it. None of the other 
competitors are doing what I’m telling you to do. You’ll be great. Just focus on 
building what I want.” I was just so afraid. Now, today, life is very different. 

 You’re going to start to see what’s possible for yourself in this video that I’m 
normal, just like you, and I have fears like anyone else. Lesson today I’ll start with 
this rule: creating a great business starts by solving a painful problem and finding 
a painful problem starts with finding a customer and listening. I don’t know if 
you believe starting from scratch is really possible, so I just want to demonstrate 
it for you now.  

 Now before we begin, I want to reward you for being an action taker. Those of 
you who watch to the end of this video will be rewarded. We love action takers 
so much at The Foundation, action takers rule. I don’t care how many times you 
fail as long as you keep taking action. So watch to the end and I’ll send you an 
invite over right away to a private webinar with me. The private webinar will be 
a Q&A on any questions you have from watching this video. I want you to be 
fully informed but it will only be for the action takers. 

 So in this video, you’ll see how prosperity is created when you have nothing, 
because I had nothing. This will also answer the question of what do I do about 
finding my passion? I had no ideas. Was scammed for $12,000 in a very limited 
software experience, I got B’s and C’s in high school, a 20 on my ACT, was 
rejected from my first attempt to college and failed nine job interviews. If I can 
do this, so can you. 

 Many of you have top obstacles. No ideas are too many to pick one. A lack of 
cash to invest, limited or no business experience, a stressful time situation, a full-
time job or a family, a lack of confidence or tremendous doubt. No matter your 
situation, I want you to know building wealth and prosperity is still possible for 
you regardless of your current obstacles.  

I woke up afraid and all alone for the first few years of business because I had no 
community structure to support me. Sitting at my parent’s basement hoping this 
would work out. But you don’t have to be alone because of programs like The 



Foundation and others that exist today. This course is designed for those of you 
who want to become an entrepreneur no matter what.  

In this course, we’re going to bust down the obstacles you face. I want you to be 
free with no limitations. And in this video, you’re going to learn the step-by-step 
process for how I created Paperless Pipeline from Des Moines, Iowa with nothing 
more than a drive and determination to be free. Today, it’s a $90,000 per month 
beast. Every day over $2,500 gets deposited into my bank account. Every day I 
get paid. It feels amazing. I want you to experience this.  

I live a wonderful lifestyle with a Minnie Mama who takes care of me so I can 
focus on creating more wealth and results for people, a cute dog I get to spend 
all day with, a community of friends I meet for meals here in Cardiff, California, 
and a gorgeous ocean view to inspire me. I never thought I’d end up where I am, 
but God is good. And so is being in business when you’re solving painful 
problems. Along those lines, remember, the greater the pain you solve, the more 
wealth you’re going to make.  

Now let’s get into the meaty tactics for how I created Paperless Pipeline. 

Paperless Pipeline was my 7th SaaS product. While many of my SaaS products 
were successful and profitable, I did absolutely everything right with this 
product. And if you didn’t know, I have wonderful news. I make so many 
mistakes when starting a business. I forget stuff all the time, and I want you to 
know that you can make a lot of mistakes along the way when you start a 
business and still be successful as long as you do one thing right: listen to what 
your customer wants. And you don’t’ have to be a genius or special to be 
successful. You just need to know how to listen and anyone can do that. You can 
add so much value if all you do is start by listening.  

I’m going to make this process as simple as possible for you. But just a word of 
warning, things are never as easy as they may seem.  

I want to be sure to tell you about all the struggles along the way too. And if you 
need a helping hand during any of this process, know that The Foundation is 
here to support you if you’d like to apply and join our programs.  

Let’s get started with the step-by-step.  

To introduce how I started Paperless Pipeline from scratch, let me cover the five 
phases for starting and launching a successful software to service business. 
These are the five phases for abundant creation. These phases work for far 
beyond software. These phases work no matter what.  



Phase one, idea discovery. Idea discovery. Phase two, sketching the solution. 
Sketching the solution. Phase three, pre-selling. Pre-selling. Phase four, building 
the product. And phase five, launching. Launching that thing.  

You use idea discovery to find painful problems when you don’t have an idea of 
what to build. You use sketching the solution to mock up prototype, usually on 
paper, without building anything for real. You use pre-selling to fund your 
creation before it’s built. You hire experts to build the product on phase four 
instead of building them yourself, which is awesome because you don’t have to 
be the expert at anything other than listening. And then you launch to your first 
few customers on phase five. By following this process you can be successful. It’s 
a proven path.  

Remember this little phrase as you begin your journey into entrepreneurship. If 
you want to be successful, follow a path, don’t go alone. Remember action is the 
answer and honesty is always the way.  

Also as a bonus, in addition to the video today, I’ll include my entire initial 
project plan for Paperless Pipeline for you to swipe. It’s pretty crappy and I hope 
it inspires you. If you just share this video at the end, I’ll give you the zip file for 
my initial screenshots, flow charts, and project description.  

Let’s dive into the five phases.  

The first phase is idea discovery – idea discovery – where you find painful 
problems. How did I discover the problem for Paperless Pipeline? Well, Paperless 
Pipeline solves the problem of transaction management for real estate 
companies. I don’t have a passion for transaction management software, I have a 
passion for solving painful problems and that’s the trick.  

If you make your passion finding the most painful problems to solve, I promise 
you, you’ll discover a wonderful world of passion. If you make your passion 
serving others and removing pain, you can be free. Once you’re free, your 
deeper passion may emerge during the journey. For me, that deeper passion was 
teaching which is why I do what I do now. It’s why The Foundation exists. 

In order to find the painful problem for Paperless Pipeline, I sent an email to a 
top 10 real estate office in the country. Subject line: Still looking? What software 
have you been looking for for years but have been unable to find. Or even worse, 
a software you’ve bought but you’re now stuck with. Reply back and let me 
know. I may have an alternative for you. Thank you, Dane.  

P.S. Why am I writing? I’m an aspiring entrepreneur looking to start my own 
business by making useful software you actually love to use. I thought I’d start 
with what you want versus what I think you want.  



Notice the simplicity of this email, extremely straightforward. And if sent to the 
right person you’ll get a reply. You want to focus on finding painful problems 
during idea discovery. The email above has a core question around pain with 
software, but you could send an email asking about any problem. Any problem. 
Man, this stuff is so much fun. I can’t wait for you to try it out.  

The second key point with this email is to be sure you are emailing highly 
successful businesses. Don’t talk with a bottom feeder, it’s a waste of your time. 
Highly successful people have a ton of great problems. Now, I sent the email. 
What happen next?  

After I got the reply of transaction management software from this top broker, I 
got nervous. Why? Because I had no idea what transaction management 
software meant or how to build it. I was so honest with my feelings with him. We 
got on the phone and he told me everything he wanted and I wrote it all down, 
and then I told him, “I feel nervous and this seems complex. I have no idea what 
this is. Can you tell me how you want it to be made?” He replied, “Of course. I’ve 
been dreaming it up. I’ll tell you exactly what I want.” You can use the same 
process too. 

I was overwhelmed. I had a lot of fear of screwing this idea up. So I made a 
flowchart of his process so I could understand the problem. The funny thing was, 
by me flowcharting the issue and showing him, he trusted me a lot more. By 
honoring my fear and going the extra mile to calm myself, it created trust in him.  

Okay, let’s slow down for a second. Now if you’re wondering, how could you find 
someone to talk to? Let me just give you one idea. One idea is to Google top 
players in any industry. You just need to be creative in how you look them up. 
One great place to find top players is to look at the speaking line up at industry 
events. Top players are usually speaking at these events.  

Let’s just stay in the niche of real estate. The first thing I do is look for an 
association in the industry so I type real estate association to find out what the 
association is and up pops realtor.com, the National Association of Realtors. 

Next, I’d search National Association of Realtors events and find the events. Then 
I find the page where I can see their speakers. And then I click on any of the 
names here and I could send anyone of them an email like the one above and 
begin a relationship. Now, please don’t go out and do this to these lovely people. 
Find an industry another one so they don’t get spammed, please.  

Again, this isn’t a game or manipulate the system in any way. It’s really a noble 
effort to make the world a better place by solving problems. We aren’t doing 
anything sneaky, we’re trying to be of service. And remember, if they don’t reply 
to the first email, send them a reply yourself and say, “Hey, just being sure you 



solve this.” Hit send. Simple. Do that until they reply. That concludes the 
completion of phase one, idea discovery.  

And then I told you an example of how to find top players and how to find 
painful problems, but remember, there are many ways you can do idea 
discovery. For example, you can talk to someone on the phone, ask a relative or 
friend, or randomly walk in to businesses and ask them a question to illicit their 
pain. Remember. Remember. Remember. 

The email I’m sending is all focused on discovering their painful problems and in 
this case, for software. Find the pain. Find the pain. Find the pain. The greater 
the pain, the greater your wealth will be.  

Next we move on to phase two where I had to sketch a solution. Sketching the 
solution. While I have them on the phone, here I ask him exactly what he wanted 
the product to look like and do. He told me what he wanted and I told him I’d get 
to work. Because we didn’t have useful wire framing tools back then, and I have 
zero user interface design skills, I took a screenshot of an existing software 
product I liked at the time then I put the screenshot in the Macromedia 
Fireworks and reorganize some things. But I don’t have any real design skills. 
Here’s what I put together in a few hours.  

But do you guys know how much easier you guys have it now? Now you can use 
a product like Lucidchart and just drag your user interface together on the spot. 
Look at me here just grabbing a box and button and dragging it on the screen. 
You guys have it made. And software is so much fun to layout. Making a UI is 
much easier to me than writing a book. To me a book takes weeks or a month, 
but in software you could design a UI in an hour and show it to someone and be 
done with it in a few days.  

After I design the UI I wanted to show him, so I send an email telling him and we 
got on the phone. This brings us to phase three, pre-selling. Pre-selling. While on 
the phone, I presented my sketch and then I asked him what he thought and he 
said he loved it. I thought it was hilarious because the design was fugly, but 
anyway.  

I asked what he would pay for this solution and he said $300 a month. I asked 
him if he had any friends who would want it and he said, “As soon as it was 
built.” He had many friends waiting to buy it. So that was my official pre-selling 
validation. All I did was talk to one person. That’s all it takes, is just one person. 
Keep in mind, this has all happened on two calls.  

Pre-selling can be difficult for many people which is why we have dedicated 
three experts and have an entire module to it inside The Foundation so you can 
get the support that you need. 



After pre-selling, the next phase was building the product. Building the product. 
In order to build the product, I had to hire a developer. This is an area that many 
people struggle with. I even talk to seven-figure software companies that don’t 
really know how to hire good developers.  

Now let me give you the secret to hiring a developer. The best developers 
contribute to open source communities. Open source communities are things 
like Ruby on rails, Django, Laravel, CakePHP, Joomla, and WordPress. If you ever 
want to find a top developer, look for programmers in these areas. Why? 
Because developers who work in open source communities do so purely because 
of their passion to code and they’re talented. They are awesome. I’ve also 
noticed that my best developers have an artistic hobby like photography or 
music, so I tend to ask for hobbies too.  

For me, I wanted to hire a top dev using Django. Because it was my 7th software 
project, I knew about all these languages. I don’t know how to code them, I just 
know the names. So I went ahead and found a Google group of Django 
programmers and then found the top 10 people who posted the most in this 
group, answering the questions. I figured they knew the most if they were 
posting the most.  

So I emailed out ten emails to top devs in that group. Here’s the email I sent: 
Subject: Impressed. Want to hire you. I found you on the Google group for 
Django and, damn, your background and skill’s impressive. I need your genius to 
simplify a problem that plagues real estate offices. You could really raise the bar 
and put your passion into a project that has deep meaning in value for my 
clients. I’m sick of working with low life, no passion coders.  

It’s all about organizing the transaction process with digital files until the 
property is closed. I’m looking for two things: an experienced developer that can 
implement and finish projects on time. A developer who can strip away features 
to the app’s core to get the first iteration up and working in two to three weeks, 
the 37Signals’ mindset.  

With that said, I would like to invite you to work on a project to be written using 
Django. This project is simple but solves a very large problem for real estate 
offices. Let me know if you’re open for projects and I will send over the project 
plan. Thank you. 

Here’s what happened from that email. One made fun of me saying I was 
spamming. He said, “Oh, great. You just BCC’d me and 10 other devs in Django. 
Way to go.” I told him sorry to bother him and that was that. Then, four more 
replied. And of the four that responded, one was a super expensive Ph.D. that I 
didn’t hire. And then I ended up hiring another one of them. That developer is 



now the CEO of the company. He’s one of the best in the world. And I found him 
as a contributor to open source communities.  

Now, once development started, I went ahead and played my Xbox for 8 weeks, 
checking in from time to time to make sure everything was okay. That’s what I 
love about software.  

After it got built, we launched to our first customer. He wasn’t happy with it. He 
said we screwed up a feature. So we went back for a week and rebuilt it and 
then he was happy. So all in all it took 9 weeks to get into the customer’s hands. 
It was one of the most rewarding feelings I’ve ever experienced. 

Within a few months, this broker had sold their filing cabinets and the office was 
paperless. When I went to visit them to see the transformation this product had, 
I was greeted with big smiles from people. I had changed people’s lives with 
software. I saved a staff member from spraining her ankle repeatedly because 
there were no longer stacks of paper blocking her way to the desk. I was making 
the world a safer place to walk in.  

Realtors have called me a genius for coming up with Paperless Pipeline, little did 
they know all I did was ask questions, throw together a sketch, and hire a 
developer. It wasn’t magic, it was a process. A process I believe you can follow 
too.  

Building a product people are so excited about, one where people pay you, for 
something that you had a hand in building is euphoria. I want you to experience 
this.  

The 5th phase was launching. Launching that thing. In order to launch the 
product, I brought on more brokers through referrals from my first customer. 
People tend to listen to my first customer when he said to sign up. A great 
reason to work with the best people, others listen. 

After 4 months of building the product out as I brought on new customers, I 
launched, on a webinar, to a 130 brokers and sold 16 on the spot that same day. 
It was one of the happiest days of my life. I was immediately in the big time, or 
so I thought.  

I went and took a walk after that webinar and felt like I was on top of the world. 
And it was at this time I finally decided to make a marketing website. I was 
growing this cash cow SaaS without even a main website. Here’s what the first 
version of the website looked, after my first 16 customers.  



Now here’s the thing I want you guys to know. I believe any of you could do this 
with the right knowledge. Let’s slow this video down for a second and recap 
everything. I’m guessing your head might be spinning.  

At this point you might be asking yourself questions like, “How am I going to find 
an idea myself?” or “How am I going to find people to talk to?” or “How am I 
going to get my idea built after I find it?” or maybe even “Am I worthy enough or 
good enough to do the same thing too? Can I do this if I have a lot of doubts?”  

Not to worry. These are all perfectly normal questions almost every smart 
person asks. You’re about to learn how many other graduates have answered 
those questions and found success on the future videos. And that’s my favorite 
part about this process. You can use it to create almost anything.  

Step one, find someone. Find their pain. Step two, sketch out a solution on a 
sheet of paper. Step three, get a presale from them. Step four, find a technical 
expert to build it, and step five, launch. This process is inexhaustible. Once you 
do it successfully, you’ll never have to worry about money again. 

Now if you’re wondering, “That’s great, Dane. That was your 7th product. What if 
I’m on my first?” And if that’s you, it’s a good question to be asking. That’s why 
this course is going to show you ten first time software entrepreneurs and how 
they got started.  

In addition, you don’t have to do it like it’s your first time because you’ll be 
guided by The Foundation. You won’t have to be a newbie. We’ll show you step 
by step. We’ll show you the path. And if you’re ever stuck, you’ll have people to 
help you out. 

You’ve got an entire video course still ahead of you. We want you to become 
successful here. Software is scary but it doesn’t have to be. You’ll meet many 
successful students who used to be scared of software who now owns software 
companies. You can join The Foundation and get the support you need or 
continue on this video course.  

Okay, so let’s recap. I’ve just given you the action steps for how I created 
Paperless Pipeline, but those were just the action steps, not the deep inner game 
of entrepreneurship. 

Would you like to know the inner mindset that drove all those decisions that I 
made? You could copy my steps, but unless you understand the inner game of 
wealth and freedom, you won’t be able to re-create them on your own. If you’d 
like to learn the inner game of wealth so you can reproduce and recreate these 
steps, the next video is going to rock your mind.  



I don’t want you to be a monkey just copying steps. I want to give you the mind 
so you can forge forward on your own unique path. I’m going to show you how 
to think about wealth and freedom to make the most possible.  

The next video is going to change how you think about wealth and freedom 
forever. It is important. The way you think about wealth will either make you go 
broke, make you little, or make you extremely wealthy. Most people make just 
enough because their mindsets have not been informed. You’ll learn how to 
think about wealth in a beautiful way. 

I’ll show you how to start a flower shop and become wealthy with it using the 
four pillars that you’re about to learn. Many of you may even want to start a 
flower shop after I begin with this example.  

Continue on to the next video if you are ready. And also, if you have any interest 
in joining our next Foundation program, you could apply any time at 
thefoundation.com/apply.  

Thank you for watching my video today. I’d appreciate if you click ‘Next’ and 
watch, watch away on the next video. I would appreciate it so you can learn 
some cool stuff. So go on, go on, and hit it. 


